


This is a set of  35 motivating student reward coupons that will help to 
keep your students happy and well-behaved. The rewards were 

selected to appeal to students in grades 3-6 and the cards were 

designed to be appealing, but not too babyish.  

 

The rewards are all no-cost. Pick and choose the ones that work for 
you. In addition, there are three pages of  blank awards that you can 

customize to meet your specific needs.  

 

Suggestions for Use 

•! Use in conjunction with whatever behavior program you are already 
using. For example, if  you are flipping cards, all students who keep 

their cards green get a reward coupon at the end of  the week. 

•! Allow students to trade good behavior tickets or tokens for reward 

coupons. Since some of  the rewards my be perceived as having a 

higher value than others, you could price them differently by how 
sought after they are.  

•! If  you have a classroom economy, students can purchase rewards 

with their class money. 

•! Allow students to put their good behavior tickets into a bin and 
raffle off  specific reward coupons at the end of  the day or week.  

•! Use with “Secret Student” or “Mystery Walker” (student is chosen at 

random to be the “Secret Student” at the start of  the day, but no one 

but the teacher knows who it is. At the end of  the day, if  the Secret 

Student has behaved appropriately, his or her name is announced 
and he or she gets a reward coupon. If  not, the teacher simply 

announces that the Secret Student had an off  day and does not 

reveal his or her name. Mystery Walker is the same, but applies to 

walking in line.  

•! Every so often randomly bestow a reward coupon on a student you 
“caught being good.” Random reward is a powerful motivator.  

•! Use as rewards with difficult students to modify specific behaviors. 
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